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Abstract. This paper presents software and hardware architecture and functional
division of IT system GRANICE. First part describes used software technology
such as ASP.NET, WFC, GIS, ESB, RDBMS, Video Streaming. Second part de-
scribes functional division of system. Third part describes communication platform
between UAV and IT System. Fourth part presents proposed hardware architecture
for system GRANICE.
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1 Introduction

Effective use of unmanned flying platform requires development of an IT system
which will enable collection, processing and visualization of data gathered by it.
It is also necessary to enable platform targeting and monitoring the status of its
sensors. Data collected from a flying object have to be immediately presented to
staff terminals and archived in the central database. The system produced for the
needs of this project will enable implementation of all these tasks.

2 Applied Technologies

The information system for GRANICE project purposes is developed in
Microsoft.NET technology. There are also used elements of GIS, ESB, video
streaming and author’s solutions for data exchange between modules. Applications
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included in the system are developed in Web technologies and fat client. This scope
of used technologies allows to develop a comprehensive and scalable system, but
it brings with it challenges of research and development related to reliability and
performance of the solution.

Fig. 1 GRANICE system architecture

Web Application which is the main part of GRANICE IT system was developed
in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 using ASP.NET Model View Controller 3 design
pattern. This pattern divides the application into the following layers:

• model, which is a representation of the application logic,
• view, which describes how a fragment of a model is displayed,
• controller, which receives input data from a user and a person managing view.

Use of such a design pattern allows separating logic of application from presenta-
tion layer. There is also important MVC3 framework used in the programming en-
vironment. It forces a logical division of applications and elaborating applications
according to the model which ensures high reliability and system performance. An
important element of any application, especially Web one is its user interface. Stan-
dard components designed for building Web applications in which Microsoft Visual
Studio environment is equipped provide only basic features, and their extension
with additional elements is labour consuming and it entails the risk of mistakes in
implementation. Therefore, on the market a review was carried out of components
allowing for construction of an ergonomic user interface in ASP.NET. As a result
of the analysis of the available solutions, Telerik components were chosen. Selected
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technologies enable development of efficient and scalable Web application being an
element integrating other domain applications included in the system. The system
expansion with additional elements is also possible and does not require consider-
able work effort related to the integration. Applications based on Web technologies
have also some limitations, such as refreshing rate of content, limitations of the
user interface, and problems with communication with peripheral devices. There-
fore it was decided that the application which executes a virtual cockpit functions
will be carried out as a thick client in Windows Forms technology with the use of
DirectX. Such a choice of technology will provide easy access to object control
devices (yoke) and allow for smooth representation of flight data and artificial hori-
zon. A flying platform will be equipped with cameras for monitoring of a selected
area of land. The signal to the ground station is transmitted in analog form, but to
allow its archivisation and transfer to service terminals conversion into digital form
is necessary. The conversion is executed in hardware frame grabbers used to con-
vert analog PAL to digital MPEG-4. The digital signal is received by QBService
and transmitted to streaming Unreal Media Server. Streaming Server archives in a
dedicated repository and provides a picture for all client stations. A solution based
on one central streaming server makes possible to control fully the video signal and
minimizes the size of transmitted data. The applied streaming server allows you to
upload an image on links with very low bandwidth. The standard-defined profiles
allow streaming to the following links:

• Dial-up (40 [kb / s])
• Slow DSL (150 [kb / s])
• DSL (256 [kb / s])
• T1 (400 [kb / s])
• T3 (600 [kb / s])
• LAN (3000 [kb / s])

An image can be streamed in many different formats. Supported are Unreal Stream-
ing Media (UMS), Microsoft Media Streaming (MMS) and Real Time Messaging
Protocol (RTMP). An important parameter is the delay occurring between accepting
an analog input image and presenting it on the terminal. In case of applied solution
it is possible to obtain the following delay times:

• 0.05 - 0.01 [s] - for calls within the LAN,
• - 0.3 [s] - for others.

To present an object on a digital map GIS technologies from ESRI and others com-
panies were used. The elaborated solution was necessary for the development of two
independent mapping applications. The first of these makes it possible to show an
object on the map in the web application. For this purpose a dedicated map server
shared by all client terminals was used. The second one designed for the mobile
terminal, uses ArcGIS the runtime 9.3 and has been implemented in the form of a
fat client. This division will allow minimizing exchange of movement between the
mobile terminal and the system and support mapping underlay in standard formats.
The information system GRANICE enables you to work on multiple terminals and
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in multiple locations, it is also required to display up-to-date information (with at
least 3 frequency) [Hz] of objects on each terminal. There were tests carried out
which encompassed transmitting data through the central database based on Mi-
crosoft SQL Server. These tests clearly confirmed that the relational database does
not fulfil the requirements. It was impossible to obtain the required frequency of
data refreshing. Therefore, it was decided to develop its own mechanism for trans-
mission of telemetric data from the application object to the terminals. QBService
application was built on the basis of Windows Communication Foundation technol-
ogy. WFC integrates and unifies all the existing Microsoft technologies such as:

• .NET Remoting,
• MSMQ,
• COM+ (EnterpriseServices),
• WebServices.

Thanks to the use of WFC application QBService supports various communication
protocols, various transmission media, and different sets of measurement data and
control parameters. It enables sending messages between the object and field ap-
plications, as well as commands from an application to an object, moreover it is
also fully configurable and has a powerful mechanism for authentication. The most
important application features include:

• monitoring and management of an object,
• easy integration with external systems,
• it enables easy upgrade with new function blocks without interfering in the kernel

and recompilation necessity.

The selection of a relational database for the system was guided by the following
criteria:

• performance and scalability,
• support for data service and geographical features,
• the possibility of integration with external components,
• technical support,
• licensing method.

These requirements were satisfied by PostgreSQL 9, Oracle 11g and Microsoft SQL
Server 2008R2 databases. Due to simplicity of integration, consistent program-
ming environment, performance and safety it was decided to choose Microsoft SQL
Server. The information system GRANICE is to provide the data collected in the
central database through the ESB to other information systems. An analysis of the
available solutions on the market-type ESB was made. Their compatibility with al-
ready selected technologies and technical capabilities were taken into consideration.
As a result of this analysis it was decided to use Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010. It
allows easy and efficient integration with Microsoft SQL Server database and meets
all requirements of the ESB in GRANICE project. The above selection of technol-
ogy allows for developing of a coherent system, which shall also will be relatively
easy to use and maintain.
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3 The Functional Scope of the IT System

GRANICE IT system includes comprehensive management and direction of flying
unmanned platforms. It is designed for multiple groups of users performing their
tasks, both in headquarters units and field databases. It forces a division of appli-
cation into functional modules for tasks of each user group. The basic element of
the system is web application that enables carrying out duties associated with sup-
porting facilities. The application has been divided into the following functional
modules:

• administration module and user authorization,
• records module,
• maps module,
• video module,
• reporting module.

The administration module and user authentication functionalities encompass func-
tionalities connected user management and general and administrative functions. It
is available to add users and roles. For each account will be possible to attach multi-
ple roles. User Role defines the scope of access to system functions. This module is
also responsible for user authentication. Login to the system takes place once, i.e.,
the transition to a different Web application module does not require re-entering the
password. The records module collects information about objects. Each object can
have its own configuration for the exchange of data with the system. In the records
module there is also information such as:

• object name,
• belonging to the organizational unit,
• registration data,
• carried out inspections and service repairs,
• machine specifications:

– the bearing surface,
– the span,
– the empty weight,
– the total weight,
– maximum speed.

In addition to the use of the system on fixed positions it is also possible to obtain
basic information about an object on a mobile terminal. The scope of functionality
of the mobile terminal includes presentation of the up-to-date position of an object
on a digital map and presentation of an image of the cameras. The mobile terminal
application has also the possibility of issuing basic commands. These commands
are divided into two groups. The first concerns camera head control commands.
A user of a mobile terminal may rotate the camera and make close-ups. The sec-
ond group of commands concerns movement of an object. These include only basic
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commands such as hovering, stop and the continuation of mission, emergency land-
ing. Mobile application is equipped with self-reliant digital map independent from
web application. This map enables user to take advantage of different underlays of
map depending on the type and nature of the mission of the platform. Mobile ap-
plication was made in such a way as to minimize the amount of transferred data. In
most cases, management of the platform in the selected area will be carried out by
indicating a point on the map. It should, however, be assumed that there may occur
cases in which this form of control over the object will be insufficient. Therefore
it was decided to add to the system an application which maps a virtual cockpit
which, together with the application mapping and image from the cameras will take
full advantage of the flying platform. Virtual cockpit was implemented in the form
of so-called fat client. The application aims to provide primary flight characteristics
of the object and enable control of the object in real time. The main element of the
application is an artificial horizon.

The application provides the following data on graphical components such as:

• artificial horizon,
• coordinates,
• course (degrees),
• velocity relative to air,
• rate of ascent / descent,
• height,
• value of the throttle,
• engine rpm,
• control informing about the connection with QBService,
• control informing about receiving control data (the colour control will depend on

the delay),
• current time, the time of receiving the last frame.

In addition to the above data, the application enables presentation of any data down-
loaded from the QBS in text form. For each of the presented values may be defined
auxiliary parameters such as:

• the minimum value,
• the maximum value,
• optimum range of values,
• name as well as abbreviation of the parameter.

Depending on these parameters the value will be shown in different colours. If the
system does not receive data of the parameters or they are outside the defined range
there will be displayed an error message concerning parameter. The component will
allow to disable each element separately.

Virtual cockpit also allows control of the vehicle. For this purpose, the software
was integrated with hardware yoke. Each of the values taken from the yoke can be
calibrated and assigned to the corresponding axis of the controller. Data sent from
the virtual cockpit to the flying platform are archived by QBService to a central
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database. Control commands sent to the object are in a simplified form. These com-
mands define the direction in which you want to move the object, change the flight
altitude, rotation in a certain direction. Commands are interpreted and decomposed
at the level of a flying object. A user operating the virtual cockpit will not be able to
choose the speed freely at which the object will move.

4 QBService Communication Module

All modules use the central database; however, due to the nature of the system it
was necessary to develop a mechanism for exchanging telemetry data and the com-
mands between each of the system modules and the subject. The developed solution
allows controlling and receiving telemetry data from many flying objects. The col-
lected data are archived in a central database and sent to the appropriate system
modules. The communication module also receives commands from the system and
transmits them to flying objects. In the application QBService the flying platform is
the couple: flying unmanned platform and the agent application that with the use of
native protocols communicates with a definite device. The communication protocol
between the QBService application and the agent applications is the same regard-
less of the type of flying machine, which it controls. Monitoring applications and
controlling applications (or in a particular case monitoring - controlling ones), sub-
scribe to QBService application to monitor or control parameters of specific flying
machines. Through QBService applications appropriately receive up-to-date values
of monitored parameters or send to the object the sent control vectors. The main task
of QBService application is to service other elements of the flying machine control
system. Therefore, the key tasks carried out by the software are happening "in the
background" and they are not visualized. Only the configuration layer, which allows
for actual work and cooperation of QBService application, is performed in a graphi-
cal way and it is supported by the GUI in Web technologies. Full system, that allows
controlling the flying device, consists of several independent software components
that have to cooperate and communicate with each other in an appropriate way. For
the purposes of further deliberations, the elements of the system will be divided into
four blocks.

Fig. 2 Communication between the blocks
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• Block A - flying platform equipped with a communication interface which allows
to monitor the platform parameters and to influence its state. Together with the
block B they form "object".

• Block B - Agent. The software that implements the communication protocol for a
specific device A for entering data into the block C. The block B has no additional
functionalities. Variables recorded by the agents are strictly defined and have the
status of input parameters (state vector) and output (controls vector). State vector
can be modified by the agent after receiving information from the object, controls
vector is sent by the applications of block D. Together with the block A they form
"object".

• Block C - QBService Software. It is a "warehouse" which stores data. It stores
all the parameters and variables collected in a central database.

• Block D - External Applications. Applications that monitor, steer, or monitoring
- steering. Diffused character of the system design allows to present data in a va-
riety of unrelated applications. These applications have a common data exchange
protocol with block C.

QBService application was developed to allow flexible and fully customizable cre-
ation of connections between the elements associated with the transmission of data.
Hereafter are shown the possible connections.

Connection A-B

Agent is a hardware-dependent layer and therefore it is impossible to create this part
of the system as a universal solution. Agent is the layer that is created independently
for each platform (communication protocol) which is to be connected to the system.
Connection A-B is implemented in an independent way from the QBService appli-
cation. There are three possibilities of configuration of device connection with the
agent:

• one agent - one device
• one agent - many objects (the situation may take place in case of the monitoring

of several devices with the same communication protocol)
• many agents - one object (the situation occurs when an object has several com-

munication protocols).

Connection B-C

B-C connection is a connection between the agent and QBService. Communication
between these blocks was based on WCF technology and is universal for all agents.
Communication can take place between any number of agents (type B blocks) that
support any number of flying machines with one QBService application.

Connection C-D

Communication between block C and block D is based on the observer-observed
pattern. Software D "interested in" monitoring a particular variable or group of vari-
ables of a selected device registers itself as an observer and block C notifies it when
there is a change in the observed set. Software from block D can freely modify the
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vectors of control devices, which will automatically call the appropriate procedure
for agents.

5 The Architecture of Hardware

The appropriate hardware infrastructure was chosen for developed software to en-
sure correct performance and reliability. The system was divided into the following
environment: " AP1 Application (Web Server - Microsoft Windows Web Server
with IIS)

• AP2 Application (Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 Standard and communication
module)

• AP3 Application (Server map)
• BD1 database (Microsoft SQL Server 2008)

All the environments work under the control of Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2
in the VMWare environment and share the infrastructure of backup system and HP
Blade physical server infrastructure. Environments were built with a single blade
server from HP, based on a 12-core AMD processor, which allows the use of virtu-
alization without the necessity to incur compromise between performance and func-
tionality. For both hardware and software redundant solutions were used according
to the requirements. Taking into account the high availability requirement, the se-
lected HA (high-availibity) solution allows, where appropriate, doubling each func-
tional component, starting from the virtual machine ending at active network de-
vices and the components responsible for supply and cooling. HP blade servers are
equipped with built-in network cards with 10GbE with Flex-10 technology, which
allows dividing the physical interface into 4 virtual ones, which are visible to oper-
ating systems as independent network cards. This solution also enables programmed
speed control obtained through various virtual network cards, which fit into the total
bandwidth of 10GbE. Running virtualization software or operating systems can take
place via the SAN network or internal drives in RAID1 configuration. Application
servers and databases were virtualized by VMware vSphere 4. Virtualization layer
is a system solution that is installed directly into physical hardware. The solution
has the ability to support multiple instances of operating systems on one physical
server. It is characterized by the maximum degree of hardware consolidation. The
software allows you to configure virtual machines with access to 255GB of memory
and to configure virtual machines 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 processors. The virtual-
ization platform uses up to 12 physical processor cores. It is largely independent
from the hardware manufacturer. It is possible to develop the infrastructure with
additional services in an easy and quick way without compromising performance
and availability of other services by adding more servers. VMWare vSphere 4 sup-
ports, among others, the following operating systems: Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows NT, Windows 2000, Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 2008, SLES
11, SLES 10, SLES9, SLES8, Ubuntu 7.04, RHEL 5, RHEL 4, RHEL3 , RHEL
2.1, Solaris version 10 for x86, NetWare 6.5, NetWare 6.0, NetWare 6.1, Debian,
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CentOS, FreeBSD, Asianux, Ubuntu 7.04, SCO OpenServer, SCO Unixware. It al-
lows assigning more RAM to virtual machines than physical RAM server resources
and virtual machine access to more disk resources than physically reserved. The
use of the physical virtual infrastructure is monitored. It is possible to snapshot in-
stances of operating systems for the needs of backup copies without interrupting
their work, and cloning operating systems along with their full configuration and
data. Backup system was built on a dedicated server blade and tape library systems
Quantum Scalar i500. The tape library is equipped with two tape drives connected to
the LTO5 backup server through the SAN network. In addition to the backup server
space has been made available with one disk array, to make copies D2D2T (disk-
to-disk-to-tape). On the backup server and virtual machines Symantec NetBackup
7.0.1 software was installed which is responsible for the backups.

6 Summary

Selected technologies and their use comply with an information system that will
allow efficient use of flying platforms. In addition, it will be possible develop further
of the system and exchange data with other IT systems. The exchange of these
data can be done through Microsoft Biztalk as well as downloading telemetry data
directly from the QBService communication module. Selected hardware solutions
enable development of infrastructure alongside with development of software and
data stored in it.
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